1 Santa Fe Convention Center
Adopted by the City of Santa Fe Arts Commission
On the snow-encrusted branches: bird-skitter. Then bird.  
— Jon Davis
excerpted from “Early Snow”

2 Santa Fe Community Gallery (a)
Adopted by The City of Santa Fe Arts Commission
There is a deep fatigue for how it had been  
— Marc Seabock

2 Santa Fe Community Gallery (bri)-dipthych
bri—Adopted by The Standard At Aquarela Co.
Footprints in the snow, crescendo moon, all my beautiful failures.  
— Miriam Sagan

3 Design Warehouse
aesthetics are the morals of the feud  
— Jesse Wood

4 Aaron Payne Fine Art
how love fled  
— Nina Koh

5 Santa Fe Public Library, Main Branch
Adopted by New Mexico Literary Arts
Poetry, n. A narrowing of the prose for which there is no known cure.  
— Jon Davis

6 Carlos Gilbert Elementary School (music)
Adopted by the Center for Contemporary Arts
fire hot crackling i warm up fast  
— Owen Attesi, Santiago Grigio

6 Carlos Gilbert Elementary School (Catron St.)  
Adopted by Carlos Gilbert FX
snowman racing down the street  
— Joey Guinale

6 Carlos Gilbert Elementary School (Griffin St.)  
Adopted by Big Java LLC
hot cocoa with marshmallows warm me up!  
— Savannah Navaerret

7 Santa Fe School of Cooking (Guadalupe St.)  
Adopted by Santa Fe School of Cooking
A tumbled rock, nearly snared in a jelly roll of snow  
— Katherine Kubanski
excerpted from “Tist tike: After Cherokee”

7 Santa Fe School of Cooking (entrance)
Adopted by Santa Fe School of Cooking
A candle burns upside down break light turns  
— Lauren Whitehurst

8 Biskom Building (Teen Court)
Adopted by the City of Santa Fe Arts Commission
Floating from the heavens wildly dancing round  
— Mateo Martinez
Santa Fe High School, 9th grade

9 New Mexico School for the Arts
Adopted by New Mexico Arts Institute
Carve out your smile It will dry by the time Lather on the war paint  
— Max Murphy, Cris Ianucci, Emily Stearns, Chance Willey
NMWA students

10 Selby Fleetwood Gallery (trptych)
Adopted by Selby Fleetwood Gallery
rare calm with dark trim days  
— Karina Hean

10 Botanist
You whisper earthward into a curbside drift  
— Seth Tucker Cohen

11 Botanist Memorial (north 2nd Floor)
Adopted by Lannan Foundation
You whisper earthward only to be molded into a curbside drift  
— Seth Tucker Cohen

11 Botanist Memorial (west 2nd Floor)
Adopted by Lannan Foundation
rain slip cold ice heart night. later in the way with the river and good night to the earth.  
— Mareena Pachir
Tupanez Trail Charter School, 7th grade

11 Bee Hire Kid’s Books
Adopted by the Holy Angels Bookstore
warm blue eggs  
— Christian Nardi

11 Lannan Foundation
Honoring Dennis O’Hiscock (1944-2011)
Snow pollinates the ground, simplifies the shape of things  
— Dennis O’Hiscock
excerpted from “The Death of a Beekeeper after reading the novel by Lars Gustafsson”

12 Botanist Memorial (south 2nd Floor)
Adopted by Lannan Foundation
You whisper earthward only to be molded into a curbside drift  
— Seth Tucker Cohen

12 Botanist Memorial (east 2nd Floor)
Adopted by Lannan Foundation
rain slip cold ice heart night. later in the way with the river and good night to the earth.  
— Mareena Pachir
Tupanez Trail Charter School, 7th grade

12 Biskom Building (Teen Court)
Adopted by Lannan Foundation
Floating from the heavens wildly dancing round  
— Mateo Martinez
Santa Fe High School, 9th grade

12 Biskom Building (Teen Court)
Adopted by Lannan Foundation
Floating from the heavens wildly dancing round  
— Mateo Martinez
Santa Fe High School, 9th grade

12 Biskom Building (Teen Court)
Adopted by Lannan Foundation
Floating from the heavens wildly dancing round  
— Mateo Martinez
Santa Fe High School, 9th grade

13 Mariji Gallery & Contemporary Projects
Adopted by Mariji Gallery & Contemporary Projects
As the snow melts away slosh comes  
— Amy Boston
Santa Fe School for the Arts & Sciences, 11th grade

13 Mariji Gallery & Contemporary Projects
Adopted by Mariji Gallery & Contemporary Projects
Praise for a glob of honey.  
— Lauren Camp

13 Mariji Gallery & Contemporary Projects
Adopted by Mariji Gallery & Contemporary Projects
Cries of snow geese on the wave of sunshine  
— Arthur Sze
excerpted from “Spectral Line”

14 Doghouse greenhouse gazebos at the Rally yard (a)
Adopted by Jana Lee Smith
We slide imperceptibly into mountains and chairs.  
— Michelle Holland
excerpted from “Ignition”

14 Doghouse greenhouse gazebos at the Rally yard (b)
Adopted by Jana Lee Smith
Cries of snow geese on the wave of sunshine  
— Arthur Sze
excerpted from “Spectral Line”

15 Doghouse greenhouse gazebos at the Rally yard (c)
Adopted by Lannan Foundation
What risk is there in quiet space  
— Rea Gouse
extracted from “Sawyer Morning”

15 Mariji Gallery & Contemporary Projects (Guadalupe St.)
Adopted by Mariji Gallery & Contemporary Projects
As the snow melts away slosh comes  
— Amy Boston
Santa Fe School for the Arts & Sciences, 11th grade

15 Mariji Gallery & Contemporary Projects (Guadalupe St.)
Adopted by Mariji Gallery & Contemporary Projects
Praise for a glob of honey.  
— Lauren Camp

15 Mariji Gallery & Contemporary Projects (Guadalupe St.)
Adopted by Mariji Gallery & Contemporary Projects
Cries of snow geese on the wave of sunshine  
— Arthur Sze
excerpted from “Spectral Line”

16 Mart Howard Exceptional Jewelry Design
Adopted by Ware reward Exceptional Jewelry Design
necklace in the sun  
— Wayne Lee
excerpted from “Spectral Line”

16 Mart Howard Exceptional Jewelry Design
Adopted by Ware reward Exceptional Jewelry Design
necklace in the sun  
— Wayne Lee
excerpted from “Spectral Line”

17 play, children’s clothing & toys
Adopted by play
wide eyed  
— Nina Koh

18 Wear the Child’s Parka  
— Mary Ann Boswell

18 Doghouse greenhouse gazebos at the Rally yard (a)
Adopted by Jana Lee Smith
We slide imperceptibly into mountains and chairs.  
— Michelle Holland
excerpted from “Ignition”

20 James Kelly Contemporary
Adopted by James Kelly Contemporary
equisite signals, stars, words, rabbit tracks.  
— Edie Tseng

21 ACC Fine Furnishings
— Suzanne O’Leary

21 De Varona Middle School
Adopted by Santa Fe School for Massage
Our sustenance is a laugh, a grief a walk at night in the snow  
— Arthur Sze
excerpted from “Spectral Line”

22 Betterday Coffee
Adopted by Maria Birch
Slurp in a heart of foam.  
— Teresita Gonzales

22 Betterday Coffee
Adopted by Maria Birch
Slurp in a heart of foam.  
— Teresita Gonzales

23 Wood Gormley Elementary School (a)
Adopted by the Center for Contemporary Arts
ice cool come down  
— Che Kuzov-Tseng
WEE, 1st grade

23 Wood Gormley Elementary School (b)
Adopted by the Center for Contemporary Arts
Snow is a gift.  
— Sarah Pino
WEE, 1st grade

23 Wood Gormley Elementary School (b)
Adopted by the Center for Contemporary Arts
Snow is a gift.  
— Sarah Pino
WEE, 1st grade

26 The New Old Trail Garage
Adopted by the New Old Trail Garage
pause hawk cloud enter  
— Lauren Camp

27 CCA Waxman-Muñoz Gallery (dipthych)
Adopted by the Center for Contemporary Arts
we shed the gait of routine  
— Lauren Camp

27 CCA Waxman-Muñoz Gallery (dipthych)
Adopted by the Center for Contemporary Arts
we shed the gait of routine  
— Lauren Camp

28 Body of Santa Fe
Adopted by The Body of Santa Fe
This is the day that decides by itself to be beautiful. The field is a bride. How are we to say goodbye?  
— Henry Shukman
extracted from “Streamers”

29 Cafe Fina
Adopted by Cafe Fina
In my heart, i feel loose crunch of snow beneath my boots  
— Isobel Peterson
Tendant Trail Charter School, 9th grade

30 Sweetwater Harvest Kitchen
Adopted by Atwood Mat
Soup of songs sung with spoons  
— Leticia Lopez

31 Atkin Olshin Schade Architects
Adopted by Atkin Olshin Schade Architects
The field is a bride. How are we to say goodbye?  
— Henry Shukman
extracted from “Streamers”

32 Big Swing LLC (dipthych)
Adopted by Big Swing LLC
The quiet slice-disc of the sickles and finally song.  
— William Wroth
adapted from “How It Happens V”

35 Santa Fe University of Art and Design
Thane Art History Center (triptych)  
Adopted by Thane Art History Center
I wrap my arms around you, forever frozen  
— Pedro Tena
Carating Schools, 12th grade

35 Santa Fe University of Art and Design
Thane Art History Center (triptych)  
Adopted by Thane Art History Center
I wrap my arms around you, forever frozen  
— Pedro Tena
Carating Schools, 12th grade

36 Santa Fe Art Institute (entrance)
Adopted by Dawn King
What’s a wolf without her pack?  
— Kayon Dodier
De Vargas Middle School, 7th grade

36 Santa Fe Art Institute (sidewalk)
Adopted by Snow Poems workshop participants
And then, one day, i woke, and stepped into myself  
— chassis Alden
extracted from “Something, As Occult As Depression, Poised Like śmierć”

36 Santa Fe Art Institute (driveway)
Adopted by artisan
beneath her new winter’s coat—a shabby sweater that feels like spring.  
— Sierra Nelson
extracted from “Winter Fantasia”

37 Artisan
Adopted by Frank
Our continents still kissing underside  
— Days Staddon

38 Santa Fe Public Library, Southside Branch (triptych)
Adopted by the New Old Trail Garage
Here the snow is like a dog curled around another dog white bats have scattered across the icy porch  
— Elizabeth Jacobson
extracted from “Style”

39 Santa Fe Community College Fine Arts Building
Adopted by the New Old Trail Garage
In my eye, a feathered mandala, Dances with Merriment. False romance — to escape the cold Beauty of darkness Is that light shines brighter  
— Julie Woyell, Jessica Homeyer, Tashi Sverrisoek, Ana Terrazas with Miriam Sagan

40 Turquoise Trail Charter School
Adopted by New Mexico Historical Kitchen
Snow snow white but time passing slowly falling  
— Baby True
TTCS, 5th grade
As snow falls, poems written by the people of Santa Fe surface on windows throughout the city. These poems were written in free poem workshops, in schools, and culled from open submissions on our website. We welcome you to wander the city by foot, bicycle or car, and enjoy. The poems will be washed away as light begins to signal spring at the end of February.

Night of Illumination
Friday, Feb. 22, 6-8pm
Santa Fe Art Institute
251 W Marcy St.

LOCATIONS

1 Aaron Payne Fine Art
212 E. Marcy St.

2 ACC Fine Furnishings
620 Cerrillos Rd.

3 Artisan
2601 Cerrillos Rd.

4 Aokin-Oshin Schade Architects
1007 St. Francisco St. #34

5 Bacaan Memorial Building (3)
407 Galisteo St.

6 Box Hire Kid’s Books
328 Montezuma Ave.

7 Body of Santa Fe
135 Cordova Rd.

8 Bokum Building (Town Court)
142 W. Palace Ave.

9 CCA Wexman-Makoto Gallery (dupthyp)
1005 Old Pecos Trail

10 Cafe Fina
624 Old Las Vegas Highway

11 Carlos Gilbert Elementary School (3)
300 Griffin St.

12 Design Warehouse
101 W. Marcy St.

13 Don Vargas Middle School
1720 Llano St.

14 Doghouse Parking Garage-Gandie @ Railyard (3)
500 Market St.

15 James Kelly Contemporary
550 S. Guadalupe St.

16 Jerry Apodaca Education Building
1000 Don Gaspar

17 La Montanta Co-op
915 W. Alameda

18 Labor Ready
1523 Paseo

19 Lannan Foundation
300 Road St.

20 Marc Howard Exceptional Jewelry Design
328 S. Guadalupe St. #3

21 Magui Gallery & Contemporary Projects (3)
340 Road St.

22 The New Old Trail Garage on Santa Fe Trail
405 Old Santa Fe Trail

23 New Mexico School for the Arts
2710 E. Alameda Ave.

24 Night of Illumination closing ceremony
with walking tours, refreshments and
Snow Poems Near Here Chair with Molly Sharpe

PARTNERS

Santa Fe Art Institute

Cut + Paste Society

SPONSORS

Cut + Paste Society and the Santa Fe Art Institute

present

SNOW POEMS 2013
Santa Fe, New Mexico

A community art project that explores our city as a living book

To see a complete list of sponsors, donor, and volunteers, please see www.snowpoemsproject.com